PROLON ZONING SYSTEM
FOR LIGHT COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

ZONING BENEFITS

What is zoning ?
Zoning is an often misunderstood and underestimated concept. Yet, it can help your clients save energy, reduce maintenance costs, extend the
lifespan of their HVAC equipment and above all, GIVE THEM COMFORT !!! The idea behind it is quite simple: a central air handling unit provides
conditioned air to every zone so they can individually maintain their comfort level. It’s a win-win situation for everyone.

How does Zoning work ?
Every area (or ‘zone’) in a building has its own thermostat, just like it has a light switch controlling the
lighting. Each thermostat controls a damper that delivers conditioned air to the zone until the occupant’s
comfort is met. Some zones may also have peripheral devices to enhance comfort.
Demands from all these thermostats are sent to a central controller which manages all the functions of
the air handling unit and optimizes its operation in order to satisfy the zones. Every parameter of the
central air handling unit is continuously monitored and operated for optimal efficiency and energy use.

Why would you install a Zoning system ?
Installing a zoning system will help you and your customer on multiple levels:
- Your customer will experience increased comfort, energy savings and lower install costs
through longer HVAC equipment lifespan. IMPROVE REPUTATION !

Contractor Brochure

- A satisfied customer is a happy customer, and a happy customer is faithful:
they will come back. INCREASE BUSINESS FROM YOUR EXISTING CUSTOMERS !
- A happy customer will not hesitate to recommend your company to others. EXPAND CLIENTELE !

- Upsell where you could not before: offer your customers several additional
components which can be added for improved comfort and energy savings
(humidity control, radiant floor heat, advanced sequences, internet access, etc.)
INCREASE REVENUE !
- Offer a customized solution to satisfy every zoning job. DISTINGUISH YOURSELF
FROM YOUR COMPETITION BY OFFERING AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION !

WHO IS PROLON’S ZONING SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR ?
- Sheet metal contractors who typically install HVAC systems, and want to expand their business into controls.
- Mechanical contractors looking for a superior alternative to simpler zoning panels and controls, something more cutting edge, allowing remote
system troubleshooting and supervision.
- Controls contractors searching for an easy-to-use and more cost effective solution compared to high end building automation systems.
- Consulting engineers looking for reliable, hassle free products offering them expected performances and options not typically seen in non-DDC systems.

PROLON FOCUS
ProLon Focus is a FREE configuration and
visalization software that lets you connect to all the
elements of your ProLon zoning system.
Yes, that’s right, FREE !
No fees, no annual licenses !

TYPICAL BUILDINGS WHERE PROLON HAS BEEN
SUCCESFULLY INSTALLED FOR OVER 20 YEARS !
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- Offices Spaces

- Car Dealerships

- Drug Stores

- Financial Institutions

- City Halls

- Medical / Dental clinics

- Retail Outlets

- Any building with typical air handling units

Tired of building graphics and programming for
hours ? Let ProLon Focus help YOU !
Pre-existing graphics self-adapt to the chosen
sequences.
Simple drag and drop motions and double
clicking icons is all you will ever need to know to
build your entire system.
You’ll be amazed at how fast a fully functioning
system complete with graphics can be built.

